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ABSTRACT
The nature of wireless networks itself created new vulnerabilities that in the classical wired networks do
not exist. This results in an evolutional requirement to implement new sophisticated security mechanism in
form of Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems. This paper deals with security issues of small office
and home office wireless networks. The goal of our work is to design and evaluate wireless IDPS with use
of packet injection method. Decrease of attacker’s traffic by 95% was observed when compared to
attacker’s traffic without deployment of proposed IDPS system.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO WI-FI NETWORKS SECURITY
Danger of violating the security of wireless network includes both small office and home
networks. Authors in [1] conclude fact that in present day almost every person has a wireless
router at home and in most cases this person is not an IT specialist or a skilled network
administrator. Bearing this in mind, the probability of poorly configured router is pretty high.
Modern Wi-Fi routers can be configured with standardized authentication mechanisms. In [2]
authors demonstrate that the most commonly used mechanisms are WEP or WPA however even
these have certain flaws. Such flaws can be further misused by determined attacker for his
malicious plans that can endanger the security of the network and enable access to sensitive
information. Even unskilled person may be able to find open source utilities on the internet – to
crack Wi-Fi passwords, WEP or WPA encryption and subsequently gain the access to the
network. WEP/WPA cracking demonstration was presented by [3]. On account of above stated,
even in case of small home wireless networks it is appropriate to deploy intrusion prevention
systems except for the regular authentication and security mechanisms.
Network intrusion detection is described in [4], as the process of monitoring the network for the
activity that may compromise the security of the area that is under surveillance, and analysing
events that may indicate possible incidents. The very same source also presents the Network
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) used as a tool that provides the intrusion detection
functionality by sniffing the network traffic in real-time. Such event is then logged and/or the
administrator of the system is automatically notified. Except for the detection, Intrusion Detection
and Prevention System (IDPS) also executes automated responses to the detected malicious
behaviour. This is useful in cases when the attack against the network is carried out very quickly.
Thus the IDPS has the ability to take immediate action based on a set of rules, as configured by
the network administrator. These rules can be based on IP address matching, TCP
port matching or traffic anomaly detection. Then the response carried out by IDPS could drop the
suspicious traffic and further block the traffic based on IP address or port [5].
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The principal goal of this paper is to design and verify (evaluate) the system that would utilize
passive monitoring of wireless network traffic in small home network. In case of attack, detection
system should actively respond to the particular event by injecting the packets on the wireless
medium and disrupt detected attack.

2. ANALYSIS OF IDS/IPS TECHNIQUES
Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems are primarily used to identify possible threats, log
information about them, attempt to stop them and report the information to security
administrators. Many systems are able to respond to a detected threat and attempt to prevent it
from succeeding. The IDPS can stop the attack itself, change the security environment by
reconfiguring the firewall or change the nature of attack [5]. Response to intrusion in the mobile
wireless network depends on specific type or nature of an intrusion and used protocols. When
compared to the IDS technologies, the IDPS technologies not only detect suspicious activity but
also attempt to prevent it from succeeding by the automated responses. These responses usually
result in actions taken to supress detected attack or some kind of dynamic reconfiguration of the
surrounding equipment based on preconfigured dynamic rules. Automated responses do not
necessarily intercept the suspicious traffic directly but can assist the security administrator when
handling with the incidents [4].
IDPS technologies are distinguished by the types of events that may be recognized and by the
methods that are used to identify incidents. Except for monitoring and analysis of abnormal
activity, all types of IDPS technologies can perform the following three functions [5]:
•

•

•

recording the information related to detected events - information about events is
recorded locally, afterwards it may be sent to other systems, e.g. logging servers, security
information and event management solutions, and enterprise management systems,
security administrator notification of c detected critical events – IDPS uses several
methods to send notifications to administrator, such as e-mails, messages on the IDPS
user interface, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traps, syslog messages
and user-defined programs or scripts. The message about event includes only basic
information. Administrator needs to access the IDPS for additional information,
reporting - the information about events is summarized and can provide additional
details.

As presented in [9] Network Intrusion Detection Systems can be categorized based on the
detection techniques that are used for detection of abnormal traffic, these are signature-based and
statistical anomaly-based detection. Occasionally in order to achieve more accurate detection
many IDPS technologies use multiple methods for incident detection.

2.1. Types of IPS/IDS response
Several response techniques are utilized in IDPS [5]:

session termination - terminates the network connection or user session also can block
access to the destination or blocks entire communication with the destination host,
service, application, or other resource,
•

dynamic reconfiguration - IDPS can change its configuration to disrupt an attack, this
can be done by reconfiguration of a network device such as firewall or switch to block
access from the attacker or to the destination,
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•

attack content manipulation - some IDPS systems are able to remove infected or
suspicious parts of an attack and thus make it harmless, e.g. IDPS can remove an infected
attached file from an e-mail and then send clean email to its recipient.

2.2. Session sniping technique
This technique directly interrupts the traffic between the victim and the attacker and results in
disrupted communication. Typically it is done by injecting the packets containing the message to
disassociate and terminate current established session and it is particularly useful in case of
stateful protocols such is Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [4].

2.3. ICMP Messaging
In case of TCP protocol its connection establishment method can be used to disrupt the malicious
traffic however User Datagram Protocol (UDP) cannot be disrupted like TCP. Since UDP is
connectionless and does not support flags to establish and close connection, the UDP traffic
cannot be interrupted without involving other connection control mechanisms. In this research,
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) may be used – this is one of the main protocols of the
TCP/IP suite and is used by network interfaces to test the availability of requested service or host.
[10]
IDPS allows to forge packets containing ICMP error message utilizing ICMP protocol. This
message is then sent to the attacker, tricking him into thinking that the victim is not available
what is to result in termination of connection with victim. In theory the message should be
received by attacker's interface and TCP/IP stack should evaluate that the victim is unreachable,
regardless of other traffic received. However the chances the message will be followed as it was
intended are actually really low. Sophisticated attack tools do not even use TCP/IP stack or have
embedded their own rules of accepting the traffic. This implies that this method can be effective
only in case of amateur or very simple attack from regular personal computer [6].

3. NEW IDS/IPS SOLUTION
Following section presents designed solution and results as measured for each experiment and
subsequently the solution that is the most suitable for described problem.

3.1. The method of deauthentication
This method is used by attackers to gain information needed to crack WPA-PSK key, it is rather
new approach of using the attacker's weapon against him. We consider this approach to be novel
as a tool for intrusion prevention. Fundamental in this method is to make an attempt to kick the
user out of the network by sending repeated disassociation frames which prevents the user from
sending any data within the protected network. The disassociation frame is part of the set of
management frames used in the wireless networks. The access-point send this type of the frame to
the user to terminate the connection [7]. Tool for packet injection utilized during development
was Aireplay-ng tool, it was used to generate and inject disassociation packets to the wireless
medium.
The primary advantage of this method is its independence from the type of attack – basically it is
applicable to any attack originating from within the network, i.e. from the associated station.
Specific pros and cons of this method are described in the end of this paper.
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3.2. System components and architecture
The solution consists of two main components. The intrusion detection subsystem and packet
injection component. As an IDS was utilized Snort, mainly due to its popularity amongst
networking specialists and its rich documentation. As mentioned, for packet injection Aireplay-ng
tool was used, it is member of Aireplay-ng wireless auditing suite. In Figure 1 is depicted the
basic system architecture.
Snort is used to monitor the traffic in the wireless medium and report alerts when some malicious
behaviour is detected. In order to archive such capability the configuration file and signature
database is required to be functional. In the configuration file are written important information,
e.g. which Snort rules should be used, which pre-processors should be enabled or what is the IP
prefix of protected network.

Figure 1. System architecture and its main components

When Snort is properly configured and signature database is loaded, it can be run in IDS mode.
Snort triggers the alert and writes it to the alert file once any malicious behaviour is detected.
Proper functionality of this file is crucial for our system, it represents the entity through which the
main two components are connected. In this file is written the main information about detected
malicious behaviour, e.g. type of attack, protocol, IP address or MAC address of the attacker etc.
This information is then parsed and passed to the packet injection software which then takes
proper countermeasures.
System repeatedly checks the current size of the alert file and compares it with the size of the file
recorded during last iteration of the endless loop. If the two sizes match, meaning that alert file
did not change its content, program loops again. If the size of the file has grown, meaning new
information has been written to the file, program reads last record and parses information needed
for packet injection, i.e. MAC address of the attacker and other additional information.
Subsequently the system calls Aireplay-ng software with appropriate arguments to start the packet
injection process. When this ends, system returns back to looping through the alert file. It is
important to set some delay in the loop to avoid excessive exhaustion of processor and memory
resources (we use 0.05s delay). The shell command wc (short for word count) is used to check the
size of the alert file and command grep is used to read and parse out information needed from the
file.
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3.3. Experimental test scenarios
Running Snort on client station – at first we run Snort on the wireless interface of the computer
that is connected to the wireless network. Simple wireless network was created, it contained one
access point and two clients. The first client acts as an attacker and on the second is running Snort
IDS. In Figure 2 is shown just presented topology.

Figure 2. Scenario: Running Snort on client station - system topology

Once Snort was initialized we used another client to generate some traffic, then we were pinging
and flooding the access point with ICMP messages. The results were unsatisfying because no
traffic generated by the attacker’s station was captured by Snort’s interface. The reason is the
Snort’s optimization for the Ethernet interfaces. Snort is not able to capture wireless traffic if it is
running on the wireless interface of client. Snort puts the interface to the promiscuous mode
instead of monitor mode. Promiscuous mode works only for Ethernet interfaces and is not able to
decode wireless 802.11 frames.
Snort was also used on the wireless interface that was set to monitor mode before running the
Snort. However this scenario has not been successful, due to the main problem – Snort cannot
decode data link type 127, because current implementation of Snort does not provide a packed
decoder for the type 127 packets.
Running Snort with Kismet – the same topology as shown in Figure 2 was used again. This time
was used the Kismet to sniff the traffic on the monitor interface and then was created so-called
tuntap interface. This virtual interface was used to pass the captured traffic on the monitor
interface. Snort was used on this tuntap interface and its ability to decode the captured packets
was tested.
Table 1. Snort packet analysis on tuntap interface (capt. time: 20 s, includes rebuilt packets).
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Recorded statistics were not promising. Snort was able to capture traffic tunnelled from monitor
interface to virtual interface however it was not able to decode the protocols. Snort recognized the
wireless nature of the captured traffic but it was not able to break down packets to protocols, thus
did not decapsulate captured frames. Snort classified these frames as „Other“.
Running Snort on wireless router - Snort was installed directly on wireless router but
introduced memory issues in router. Due to this constraint it was decided to create virtual access
point on computer using Hostapd tool (tool is described in [8]). In combination with this tool we
finally got satisfactory results.
Table 2. Snort packet analysis on virtual access point (capturing time: 17 s, includes rebuilt packets).

In Figure 3 is shown the final topology, where one computer with two wireless interfaces is used
– one for access point and the other one for packet injection. On this machine was running our
system and another machine was acting as an attacker. Computer on the left has installed Kali
Linux and Snort IDS. Interface wlan2 acts as an access point, creating wireless network. Interface
wlan1 is used by Aireplay-ng tool for packet injection and deauthentication burst sending, to both
access point and the attacker.

Figure 3. Final topology – Scenario: Running Snort on wireless router

4. MEASURED RESULTS
System was tested on the wireless router in laboratory conditions, while attempting ICMP
flooding (attack was realized using hping3 tool). At first the ICMP flood was running without the
system deployed. The experiment procedure can be divided into the following essential steps:
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Setup the access point using Hostapd software; Run Snort as IDS in console; Start a script to
emulate interface which will be used to inject the packets to the network in second console; Start
Wireshark listening on the same interface as Snort is running; Attempt ICMP attack using hping3
on another computer associated with our access-point (wait for unreachable message); Stop
Wireshark sniffer, save the dump to the file; Terminate Snort and emulation script; Record Snort
statistics as well as script output. In Figure 4 is shown the output from Wireshark statistics of
captured attack.

Figure 4. Wireshark statistics of ICMP flood attack

Graph (Figure 4) shows packet rate measured in time domain. This experiment was performed in
sterile environment, i.e. all the traffic represents ICMP flood. The filters are set to ICMP types of
8 and 0, which means the request and reply, respectively. Black line represents all ICMP request
traffic plus the traffic generated by the access-point. This ICMP stream can be decomposed to the
ICMP request traffic and ICMP reply traffic. The red line represents ICMP request flood. Green
line represents the ICMP reply traffic generated by the access-point. 31053 packets were send,
after running ICMP flood attack for approximately 10.5 seconds, this averages to 3100 packets
per second. On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the output from Wireshark statistics of an attack
blocked by the IDPS system.
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Figure 5. Wireshark statistics of blocked attack

Graph (Figure 5) from Wireshark statistics shows how an attack started and immediately was
stopped by our system. In first half second of the attack the big burst of packets occurred and then
suddenly dropped down. Comparison of statistical information between Figure 4 and Figure 5
from the ICMP flood attempt is self-explanatory. Notice time around 0.2 second were is visible
when IDPS system responded to detected attack. This measurements were repeated for 5 times
and in Figure 6 are represented results.
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Figure 6. Wireshark statistics of blocked attacks in 5 attempts (zoomed)

As a demonstration the snort packet analysis from the first attempt is presented. Snort has been
running for 35 seconds and during this period it captured and analysed totally 8089 packets. 8051
packets belong to the generated ICMP flood. In our previous experiments (Figure 4), the total
amount of packets generated as ICMP traffic was 31053 in just 10.5 seconds. That averages to
approximately 3100 packets per second. With our system deployed, the number of 8051 ICMP
packets generated during the 35 second interval averages to 230 packets per second. That is
almost 14 times less than before which results in approximately 92% decrease in traffic.
Table 3. Snort packet analysis in measured results (capt. time: 35 s, includes rebuilt packets).
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The reaction time of the system, for five attempts of an attack, was recorded and average values
has been calculated. Reaction time for all 5 attempts was measured and recorded based on the
timestamps from alert file and from script output. In order to make it easier the timestamps are
stripped to seconds. From the calculated differences and after subtracting 0.15 second delay was
calculated the average reaction time of 19 milliseconds as is shown in the Table 1. All values in
table are in seconds.
Table 4. Average system reaction time is seconds.

During the attack attempts, deauthentication statistics of each attempt were recorded. In Table 1
are computed statistics from the standard output of the Aireplay-ng tool. The statistics were
calculated from acknowledgements received from the access-point as well as from the attacker's
wireless interface. Table 2 shows the average number of received acknowledgements for all
attempts. From this table can be concluded that the access-point had much more stable connection
than the attacker. This is directly affected by the strength and quality of the signal since the
attacker was physically further from the injecting interface, when compared to the access-point it
had less stable acknowledgment response rate.
Table 5. Average number of received acknowledgments.

In Figure 6 is shown a graph containing all received acknowledgements from the access-point and
the attacker. Acknowledgements from the access-point range between 60 and 70 per one
deauthentication burst. This averages to 66 packets received corresponding to 64 packets injected.
Implying that one hundred percent of injected deauthentication packets were acknowledged by
the access-point.
Acknowledgements received from the attacker had very unstable nature, ranging from 9 up to 67.
This averages to 27 packets received corresponding to 64 packets injected. That means that 42%
of injected deauthentication packets were acknowledged by the attacker's interface.
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Figure 7. Graphical representation of received acknowledgements

Finally, the ratio of the Snort average packet per second for all 5 attempts is presented. Table 6
contains information about Snort run time and the number of captured ICMP packets. The
average packet per second ratio is 162, when compared to previous ICMP flood statistics (Figure
4 - 3100 packets per second) it is almost 19 times greater than with our IDPS system deployed.
Approximately difference of 95% in the amount of captured traffic is achieved.
Table 6. Average packet per second ratio for all 5 attempts (IDPS system activated).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper was to design and evaluate the system that would passively monitor
wireless network traffic of small home network. Such system, in case of attack detection, attempts
to disrupt detected attack using packet injection method. During experiments was attempt to carry
out DoS by ICMP flood on the access-point. This type of attack was chosen because of its simple
detection and execution. From the output of Snort statistics was shown decrease of attacker’s
traffic by 95% with proposed IDPS system deployed – when compared to the amount of
attacker’s traffic without deployment of IDPS. From the results we conclude that the
deauthentication of the attacker successfully disassociates the attacker from the access point, and
thus prohibits the attack. Since the initiation of the attack the system was able to react in 0.2
seconds, as is concluded from graphs generated by Wireshark statistics. Aireplay-ng standard
output was used to calculate statistics of deauthentication. From these statistics is assumed that
deauthentication of the attacker was in all cases successful, nevertheless the percentage of
received deauthentication acknowledgements from the attacker was only 42% when compared to
the 100% of received acknowledgements from the access point.
Presented method provides several advantages – it has been proven effective in case of attacks
originating from the authenticated user, moreover was tested in laboratory network environment
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and was successful for all cases tested. The primary advantage of this method is protocol
independency.
There are also some disadvantages to consider – this method is useless in case of attack when an
attacker is not associated with an access-point. There is a need to cover this area of wireless
attacks and perhaps use the combination of deauthentication and other methods.
Future research is to develop techniques which will actively respond to the other types of attacks
like sniffing, spoofing, WPA cracking etc. The new security mechanisms are required to compete
with new attack methods and algorithms which are quickly getting more and more sophisticated.
Bearing this in mind there is an evolutional need to develop more sophisticated and intelligent
IDPS solutions for both wired and wireless networks
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